Two Students Picked Each Year For Co-Operative Work In Course XVII

Field Day Gloves In Demand on Cold Days

Dr. W. With the thermometer in the basement, these students who brave the bitter weather to run around the band track daily are keenly aware of the need for added warmth. But at any rate their hands are kept warm, because a large percentage of the usable gloves from the Field Day fight were thoughtfully saved, and have been preserved. Since they are about the only free equipment given out to the runners, they are greatly appreciated.

Engineers Defeated by Harvard Team

Thompson and Starre Co. Offer Employment To Institute Men

Each year the Thompson and Starre Co., contractors for the 1846-77 Construction, has the opportunity to take a year's co-operative work with their organization, if desired. The recommendation of those men is in the hands of Professor H. W. Tucker, chairman of the Department of Engineering, and often a formerly active member with that company.

During this year, these men will work through all the departments of the company and will thus receive a practical insight into the industry as a supplement to the theoretical instruction received at the Institute. Their wages probably will be about $80 for the first year.

Engineers, as a rule, have been put at the disposal of the company for the least. But at any rate their hands are kept warm, because the thermometer plunged to a point below zero.

Field Day Gloves In Demand on Cold Days

The demand on cold days has been put at the disposal of the company for the least. But at any rate their hands are kept warm, because a large percentage of the usable gloves from the game have been thoughtfully saved, and have been preserved. Since they are about the only free equipment given out to the runners, they are greatly appreciated.

The Cream of the Tobacco Crop

You, too, will find that LUCKY STRIKE gives the greatest pleasure—Mild and Mellow, the finest cigarettes you ever smoked. Made of the choicest tobaccos, properly aged and blended with great skill, and there is an extra process—"IT'S TOASTED"—no harshness, not a bit of bite.

Mary Eaton

Popular Musical Comedy Star, writes:

"It seems that most all the members of the Lucky Company smoke Lucky Strike cigarettes, and once I was tempted to try one, and I am glad to say I have enjoyed them ever since. I am very happy to say my throat has been in perfect condition all season. Lucky Strike is the only cigarette for me."

"It's toasted"

No Throat Irritation

No Cough.